I help agencies, entrepreneurs
and small businesses create
meaningful connections with
their customers

ABOUT THE SITE
I’m a professional writer with blogging, marketing and tourism experience. I also have a bachelor of
journalism and diplomas in media and communications and biblical studies.
With a decade of experience as an in-house writer at an international non-profit, I understand how
crafting authentic messages builds relationships with clients, influencers, and competitors.
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Content Marketer. Writer.
Social Media Strategist.
Journalism training taught me how to write tight and keep
my copy focused. My specialty is taking big ideas and
simplifying them for your ideal customers, helping them
relate to you, like you, and trust you.
Unlike most business writers, I spent a decade working as
an in-house writer, marketing manager, and audio
producer at an international non-profit. Aside from working
in a variety of roles, and with a range of personalities, this
experience taught me how creating authentic marketing
messages can build meaningful relationships and make
emotional links with constituents.

THE READERS
My readers are in their early 40s, typically
married with very high income. They have a
notable concentration in Vancouver.

$50.1K
average income

Creative Professionals

Average age

They're authors, writers, consultants,
sales/marketing managers,
journalists and senior managers.

Enjoy Down Time
In their spare time they enjoy wine,
travel, writing, outdoor activities and
political news. They're health
conscious and enjoy include boating,
bowling and equestrian sports.

Affluent Shoppers

"

As consumers they are affluent and
active, with spending focused most
strongly on technology, wining/dining
and home/family. Their strongest
brand affinities include Ikea, Best
Buy, Toys R Us, Home Depot and
Lowe's.

How to Write
for Magazines

25%

38

live in Vancouver

Robyn cut through my smoke and mirrors
and helped me connect with my true fans.

How to Create
a Social Media
Portfolio

"

- Jennifer, JenniMarie Photography

WHAT THEY LIKE
#marketing #travel #tech #motivation
#scifi #running #indie #church #bcpoli
#onpoli #breastcancer #Canucks
#marvel #healthy #kindle
On social media they talk most often
about sport, technology and business.

Podcasts for
Writers

KiiPix Review

Strong influences for this audience
include HootSuite, Lonely Planet,
Gary Vaynerchuk, Megan Calhoun
and American Cancer Society.

OPPORTUNITIES

BRAND PARTNERSHIPS

Working for a large organization taught me that having a
consistent written brand is critical to connecting with your
customer. I know how to reflect your authentic brand
voice in my writing, keeping your marketing on track and
establishing you as an influencer and expert.
Marketing is important but hard to do well, not to mention
consistently. I help purpose-driven businesses translate
their heart message into words so they can create
meaningful connections with their customers.

WHAT'S
AVAILABLE
Sponsored Posts
Collaborations
Media Trips
Reviews
Freelance Writing

With my decade of experience as a marketing manager at
an international non-profit, the following services are tasks
I’ve done before (and excelled at), which means I can
help you no matter the project.

"

I'm so incredibly grateful for your post, which is definitely
fantastic and amazing, freakingly awesome!

ADVERTISING

While I think blog posts, emails, and social media
posts have more impact than static ads, they can
be used as part of a campaign for further impact.
Ads can be purchased by the month.
RATES:
125x125: $25
250x300: $40
728x90: $50

PAYMENT: I accept PayPal or etransfer.

"

- Laura, GlassesShop.com

LET'S TALK!
Get in touch about
partnerships,
media trips,
Email:
sponsored posts
robyn@robynroste.com
or hotel stays!

